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Discover the Fast and Easy Way for Beginners to Learn to Play 21 Ukulele Songs in 6 Days  Want

to play the ukulele today? â€¦Even if you've never touched an instrument or failed to learn with other

lessons, books or videos?  Don't fret! Because "21 Songs in 6 Days" is arguably the simplest way

for beginners to quickly learn, play and master 21 songs on the ukulele. Here's whyâ€¦ You get much

more than a book of songs. Your learn HOW to play them with complete instruction in the book and

with free online videos included with your purchase.  No matter what you're learning style, you get to

read, listen and watch for the fastest, easiest learning experience possible. It's hard to mess this up

because you learn the easiest songs first, starting with songs that only require one chord. You'll feel

your confidence growing and your skills developing in minutes. You'll learn directly from a Grammy

award nominated music teacher and a former Harvard master class piano teacherâ€¦ the same duo

who developed and authored the classroom-proven, "21 Songs in 6 Days" ukulele teaching

curriculum currently used in schools across the county. (See more about the authors below.) All 21

songs include: strum patterns, chord diagrams, sheet music and lyrics.  So whether you read music

or not, or if you have difficulty with chords, you can still easily learn all the songs (even sing along)

with or without the FREE bonus online video instruction. The authors make learning fun. And

they've pulled out all the stops so you can blast right through the frustrating learning curve and start

playing the ukulele with minimum effort and in minimum time. You undoubtedly know many of the

songs in this book, which makes learning them even easier. You'll quickly acquire the foundation

you need to springboard to your favorite genres of music. (Click the book cover to see the full song

list inside.)  Just follow the detailed lessons, tips and secrets â€“ in the book, online or both â€“ and in

less than a week, you'll sound like you've been playing for months. Be prepared to be called a liar

when you tell people you just started playing days ago. Because the instruction is so thorough, it

quickly embeds the skills into your brain and muscle memory. In no time, you'll find yourself deep

into a new pleasurable hobby. You'll be ready to entertain family and friends, add musical spice to

your get-togethers, and play with other musicians. Don't suffer through methods that are more

difficult than necessary. No need to pay for expensive private lessons. Make it easy on yourselfâ€¦

grab your copy of the  best seller "21 Songs in 6 Days" today.  RAVE REVIEWS FROM AUTHORS

AND CUSTOMERS â€œ(This book) does a thorough job of breaking down how someone goes

about learning the basics of the ukulele. Fun cover too!â€• -Jim Beloff, author of many ukulele books,

including â€œThe Daily Ukuleleâ€• â€œI enjoy the lessons. The book and online videos are great for

a novice.â€• -Greg M.  â€œIâ€™ve only been trying to playing ukulele for about a month, can play

most instruments by ear, mouth organ violin and piano but only the melodies, hopeless with chords



and found the guitar most difficult with chords due to short fat digits. Bought a beginners book on

the uke but found that hard to follow and most of the people on Youtube talk too much and too fast

and donâ€™t talk you through the procedures. You on the other hand are easy to follow and with

your lessons you can actually hear the chords sounding the same as the songs. Thank you very

much and glad that you are ready to help us learners." -Mick C.
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I'm 80 years in April and wondering just why, at my age I'm attempting to play a uke? It is one of

those things to do thatcame out of my bucket list to do before it's too late! What with stiff fingers with

arthritis and fat fingers, Ireally thought I would never last through the beginning stages. However, I

found that with an ounce of tenacityand looking forward to playing something I could sing with, I

opened your uke book and began. I was delightedto my satisfaction to learn chords on an

immediate bases and was able to sing a simple tune before my fingersgave in for the first lesson!

This is "amazing" as you kids say, and it truly is. I like adding one thing at a timeand using a

beginners book that is easy to read with a warm, light conversational style.Phil Strong - San Jose,

California

Our friend Jenny Peters told my wife, Carla, that she was writing a book on how to play the ukulele.

She added that she was looking for people who liked music, but did not have a musical background



who would test her approach.Knowing that my formal music training ended in the first grade, that I

had made limited attempts, using self-help books, to learn to play the piano and guitar, both ending

in frustration, Carla said something like "I have just the musical dumbbell for you."I like to sing. I

have a very rudimentary ability to read music and I would really like to play an instrument, but I was

not going to make a long term investment in expensive lessons that tie me to a regular schedule.I

love this program.The videos and accompanying sound tracks are much more understandable than

simply reading text-you get that too-and they give me a standard to compare myself to. When Jenny

said her grade school students learned with only one lesson a week, and most didn't have ukuleles

at home to practice on, I was hooked.The instructions are understandable to beginners with little or

no musical background. My past attempts to learn an instrument required tons of wasted time

looking up terminology that wasn't familiar to me.They are progressive, going from easy songs to

harder ones, and you can advance at your own pace.The approach is comprehensive, even giving

you information on how to buy a ukulele. I bought mine online and bought some accessories at a

local music store. In both cases I was comfortable that I knew what I was doing. I have an

engineering and financial background, so you can imagine my normal approach to making

purchases.Did I mention it's affordable?And it works! My grandkids are impressed.

I hate to be the dissenting voice but this did not work for me at all. This is partially my fault, as I

didn't review the book description carefully enough and as a result I didn't realize that MOST of the

useful content would come via daily e-mails. I found this process tedious and also then it made it

impossible to work ahead if I had a chunk of time. I spend enough time checking e-mail, I don't want

to have to check my e-mail to get my lesson or review an old one. This is supposed to be fun. I think

there are much better ways to do this. Also, the placement of the camera so far away from the

players made it difficult to see the fretwork/strumming. So yes, it is absolutely my fault for not

reviewing the information closely enough but for those considering a purchase, if you travel a lot,

don't want to have to check your e-mail everyday for the next lesson or to review one you already

completed, then keep that in mind when making your selection.

I picked up a Ukulele on my first trip to Maui a few months ago. With the help of this Kindle book, I

was able to play more than 21 songs on the Ukulele in 6 days. It does help greatly if you have

computer access to watch and listen the video links and play-alongs. You don't need to have a

musical background, or even musical talent. You just need a desire to learn to play, and the

willingness to set aside a small portion of the day to practice.



I read the reviews but still somehow thought this book would be different. All the demos and music

are online, which I read before, but thought surely there would be at least be some songs in the

book. Not so, you have to go online to get practice music and watch demos... to me it kind of

defeats the purpose of having a book, when you have to go online to get the stuff you want. I

wanted something I could just pick up quickly and fiddle around with while my daughter sits in her

swing, I thought this would have step by step lessons along with music in the actual book, but it

doesn't. I also thought the music would be popular songs, for some reason, but they are pretty

basic/standard songs... kinda boring.

Written by teachers, the book starts with comprehensive intro including resources about how to

purchase ukulele and the accessories. It also includes suggestions how to plan so that we can have

regular practice daily. The book doesn't spend too much time on the history as we could find those

from the internet. It also includes ways to troubleshoot issues that we may face in the

practice.Chords are introduced progressively together with accompanying songs making the

learning and practice easy and interesting for readers to follow. There is an accompanying website

that hosts additional information, pictures and videos for readers to understand certain topics more

deeply.I just wish this book were available when I first started learning the Ukulele. I like the

structured approach in the presentation of materials.
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